
Exh # Entry # exhibitor name reg number
Class 2 - 1 
Entry

19 G-3 Maccario, Larissa 17948W good general appearance, typey pygmy head, 
responds well to showman when walked

Class 3 - 4 
Entries

12 G-2 Downing, Wade 18045W typey pygmy head with appropriate dish
44 G-1 Garvin, Isabella 17494W strong breed specific markings, unable to evaluate 

behavior or tracking due to no video provided 

16 G-7 Jackson, Paisley 8.40003E+14 Good width front and rear views, better tracking on 
the move, more appropriate wether behavior

16 G-8 Jackson, Paisley 8.40003E+14 Depth of body and overall body capacity

Class 4 - 7 
Entries

8 G-6 Dinsmore, Kara 8.40003E+14 more cooperative while on the move, more 
appropriate tracking while on the move

8 G-7 Dinsmore, Kara 8.40003E+14 more appropriate tracking while on the move, more 
depth of body

42 G-1 Frym, Abigail 17003W more please pygmy head and dish when viewed 
from the side

43 G-1 Giovando, Madison 29648M-W stand squarely on rear legs when viewed from the 
rear, unable to evaluate behavior or tracking due to 
no video provided

20 G-2 Maccario, Anthony 166775W Good width when viewed from the front, typey 
pygmy head with nice dish when viewed from the 
side, unable to evaluate behavior or tracking due to 
no video provided 

33 G-1 Silva, Hailey 29429M-W Good width when viewed from the rear, good 
general appearance, good angulation to the rear 
legs while on the move

34 G-1 Silva, Kaycee 16542W Behavior coorperative, more width between the 
hocks while on the move, more depth of body
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Class 5 - 5 
Entries

57 G-1 Davis, Tyler 14694W Confident and cooperative behavior while on the 
move, standing on straight fore legs, well muscled 
neck

57 G-2 Davis, Tyler 14472W Cooperative while on the move, more width in the 
escusion while viewed from the rear, more width in 
the front while viewed on the move

11 G-2 Downing, Madelynn 29647M-W Straighter stronger topline when viewed from the 
side, tracks more appropriate while on the move

12 G-1 Downing, Wade 16075W Good width between the eyes with a typey pygmy 
head, good depth of body, prominent prosternum

58 G-1 Litchfield, Gavin 15505W friendly, alert and responsive while on the move

Best Wether 12-G-1 Downing, Wade 16075W
Reserve 
Wether

33-G-1 Silva, Hailey 29429M-W

Class 6 - 1 
Entry

58 G-3 Litchfield, Gavin 83881F Typy pygmy head with nice dish when viewed from 
the side, width between the eyes

Class 7 - 5 
Entries

6 G-1 Carreras, Stephanie 83439F level topline when viewed from the side, track 
appropriately well while on the move

6 G-2 Carreras, Stephanie 82805F compact and cobby, very feminine, tracks nicely on 
the move, pleasing typey pygmy head

18 G-1 Kessler, Phoebe 82928F no video , unable to evaluate while on the move, 
nice facial disk when viewed from the side

20 G-1 Maccario, Anthony 82663F nice typey pygmy head with width between the 
eyes, more width between the hocks when viewed 
from the rear, more appropriate breed specific 
breed specific marking around the eyes

34 G-2 Kasey, Silva 83012F good width in the chest, nice depth of body, good 
width between the hocks when viewed from the 
rear



Class 8 - 1 
Entry

19 G-2 Maccario, Larissa 82765F Good width in the chest when viewed from the 
front, good width in the hocks when viewed from 
the rear, good width between the eyes

Class 9 - 2 
Entries

44 G-2 Garvin, Isabella 81565F only one picture submitted, no video submitted. 
standing on straight front legs

58 G-2 Litchfield, Gavin 81923F Good depth of body, balanced, good width in the 
chest when viewed from the front, good width 
between the eyes, 

Best JR Doe 6-G-2 Carreras, Stephanie 82805F
Reserve JR 
Doe

58-G-2 Litchfield, Gavin 81923F

Class 10 - 1 
Entry

19 G-1 Maccario, Larissa 80057F Nice width between the hocks when viewed from 
the rear

Class 14 - 2 
Entries

5 G-1 Bryant, London 74241F standing on straigh front leg when viewed from the 
left side

11 G-1 Downing, Madelynn 77891F Nice depth of body, prominent prosternum, good 
width between the eyes, no video provided unable 
to evaluate on the move

Best SR Doe 11-G-1 Downing, Madelynn 77891F
Reserve SR 
Doe

19-G-1 Maccario, Larissa 80057F

GRAND 
CHAMPION

11-G-1 Downing, Madelynn 77891F

RESERVE 
CHAMPION

6-G-2 Carreras, Stephanie 82805F



Showmanship
Senior

2 6 G-3S Carreras, Stephanie clean maneuvers, exhibitor needs to focus on eye 
contact and setting the goat up in the correct 
showmanship order 

1 19 G-4S Maccario, Larissa Efficient and smooth maneuvers, exhibitor always 
set up the correct portion of the goat first

Junior
1 12 G-3S Downing, Wade very proficient at showmanship maneuvers, good 

knowledge and good eye contact
3 8 G-8S Dinsmore, Kara Good eye contact, nice smile
2 42 G-2S Frym, Abigail performed most showmanship maneuvers 

accurately, nice smile at end of video

PeeWee
11 G-3S Downing, Madelynn followed instructions well, exhibitor was 

knowledgable about her goat, performed most 
showmanship maneuvers correctly

5 G-2S Bryant, London followed instructions well, exhibitor was good at 
setting up the goat in the approproate order, nice 
smile at the end

18 G-2S Kessler, Phoebe followed instructions well, worked hard to keep her 
goat set up appropriately

16 G-6S Jackson. Paisley nice smile and good eye contact, performed most 
showmanship maneuvers correctly

43 G-2S Giovando, Madison
20 G-3S Maccario, Anthony good control of the goat, did a good job of keeping 

his goat set up appropriately, good eye contact


